Don't Worry Unduly

By Anna Von Reitz

Just because I am being responsible and doing my estate planning doesn't mean I am scared or going paranoid. It's just a fact of life that a Great-Grandma doesn't have unlimited time in the first place, and I am swimming with Big Sharks in the second.

Our entry into the international debate which has focused for over two years on how the rest of the world was going to divide up our assets and feast upon "America" ---which has been widely and wrongly blamed for the criminality of the United States and its corporate government--- is bound to excite a lot of consternation.

The seizure of the key patents and trademarks used to create and automate their Fraud Machine is bound to create a lot more.

Both the perpetrators of the Great Fraud and their employees have been sure that our states were long gone and our government ripe for overthrow for a very long time. That's why they socked away all their ill-gotten gains in coffers belonging to us --- (1) they needed an excuse for all their looting, so they put it all away in accounts in our NAMES so that they could pretend, if caught, that they were doing the right thing by us; (2) they counted on being able to make a "claim of abandonment" and come in and steal our assets because they had gotten away with doing that repeatedly before.

To quote PFC Gomer Pyle: "Surprise, surprise, surprise!"

So the big hunk of Horse Hooey they counted on being able to drop into our soup has been dropped into theirs instead. We have to expect disgruntled dinner guests.